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Paragon Protect & Restore 3.5 
Expanded, scalable backup and disaster recovery solution for virtual and  

physical IT infrastructures; ideal for small, medium-sized and large companies

Entrepreneurs assume responsibility for their employees 
and customers – as well as for their data. And it takes  
secure data and smooth business continuity to run a 
secure company. This can be a challenge, especially with 
heterogeneous IT infrastructures.

Paragon Protect & Restore is the pioneer of a new  
generation of data backup solutions. Developed by  
experienced data media experts, this solution combines 
data backup and disaster recovery for virtual and physical 
servers and workstations in a single product. It enables 
the complete backup of a company’s IT infrastructure. 
Transparent backup management stores backups  
according to company requirements and archives them 
in second-tier storage or on the cloud. The administrator 
uses a central management console to manage the  
relevant policies of all data backups, as well as their  
storage and archiving.

Universal system and data backup
The use of a solution for virtual and physical  
systems dramatically reduces IT administrative 
work and the associated costs.

• Less administrative work: Training is only  
needed for a single solution, license  
management is simple, and there’s only one 
support address.

• Innovative backup format from Paragon for 
integrating backups of virtual and physical 
systems in a single data container

• Scalability: Replace outdated backup systems 
step-by-step depending on the term of your  
maintenance contract

• Future-oriented investment: Paragon Software 
has been developing dependable and sustainable 
data media management and data protection 
technologies for over 20 years 

• Agent-based backup mechanisms allow you to 
back up VMware fault-tolerant systems and  
non-commercial ESX environments

• Applications such as Microsoft Exchange can be 
integrated into the solution without  
additional modules
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Business Continuity
Make sure you can meet the ever stricter  
requirements for »return to operation« and »recovery 
point objectives« in disaster recovery policies.

• Replicas can be launched in the productive 
environment within seconds in order to  
seamlessly assume the activity of your  
originals (failover)

• Launch Backup / Instant Restore significantly 
shorten the time until you can resume productive  
processes, no matter whether physical or  
virtual systems have failed

• Flexible time control mechanisms enable a 
virtually continuous data backup (near CDP)  
in order to meet the most demanding  
requirements for recovery point objectives (RPO).

• Restoring virtual machines at other locations if 
the original is not available is another way to 
resume work quickly.

• High-performance tools for creating recovery 
media ensure that you can restore physical 
systems, even on different hardware, to bridge 
the time it takes for the new equipment to be 
delivered.

Smooth integration into  
productive environments
Nowadays, with ever more complex IT systems, it is 
extremely important for the value creation processes 
to run at maximum performance, even if external 
solutions are being used.

• Backup processes can be accelerated with  
intelligent data filters, by excluding certain 
data types (images, page files, zero data blocks) 
and by selecting specific data (user data).

• Backups and replicas of virtual machines can 
be created without an agent through a direct 
interface to the VMware infrastructure (ESX 
bridge) and the use of the VMware Change 
Block Tracking mechanism in order to conserve 
resources for the productive environment.

• Windows computers are secured using the 
Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service, which 
guarantees ideal data consistency in addition 
to conserving resources. 

• Traffic Throttling controls the utilization of 
available bandwidth in the network in order to 
ensure the maximum quality of service.

• Intelligent Load Balancing: backup server 
availability, access to the source data, current 
backup repository load by other concurrent 
tasks, and many other factors are all taken into 
account in order to distribute the load within a 
data backup structure.

Data security and consistency
Backups should be restored and replicas should 
seamlessly overtake the service of the original 
(failover). This makes backup data validation and 
test failover central functions of modern data  
backup solutions.

• Launch Backup & Instant Restore reconstitute 
physical or virtual machines directly from the 
backup in a vSphere environment. This can also 
be conducted in test mode from time to time in 
order to ensure the consistency of the data.

• Replica Test Failover checks to determine  
whether the replica can seamlessly take over the 
work of the original in a network disconnected 
from the productive system.

• 256-AES encryption algorithm prevents  
unauthorized access to the backup files.

• Continuous validation of deduplicated data 
blocks in the background is an additional  
mechanism to prevent data loss.

• Generated backups or replicas are backed up on 
an additional downstream data storage location 
with an automated archiving process. This dual 
backup process ensures maximum data security  
while conserving resources.

• Restoration of anything from individual data to 
entire machines with a data search assistant.

• Sophisticated, non-destructive restoration of 
exchange databases guarantees that not even 
a single E-mail will be lost in the process.
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Simple control and monitoring
Nowadays, administrators have less and less time 
to complete the ever-growing number of tasks they 
have. They depend on simple handing and a  
dependable overview of the status of all activities.
A central, user-friendly management console to 
administer all systems which have to be backed up  
supports administrators by 

• Real-time statistics, event-based notifications 
and individual report settings that provide  
everything an administrator needs to control 
his or her work.

• Effective problem-solving ensured by detailed 
log files, which are extracted with the log saver 
and can be sent to the Paragon support team. 
This simplifies the process of finding the source 
of the problem and speeds up the process of 
proposing the right problem-solving strategy

• Simple control and monitoring

Efficient use of data storage
The more efficiently the backup solutions make use 
of the available storage memory, the greater the  
portion of the IT budget which can be used for 
other important IT projects.

• Unique deduplication technology: a hybrid  
approach which effectively combines file and 
data block-based strategies as well as inline 
and target-based processes provides good  
scalability and versatile usage options.  
Configuring a standby deduplication storage 
also ensures a high level of data safety.

• Paragon’s proprietary pVHD data container  
format compresses the backups down to a  
quarter of their initial size.

• Paragon’s data processing algorithm, which 
supports the VMware CBT mechanism during 
incremental imaging, provides additional  
backup reduction potential.

• Intelligent, automatable data storage policies 
enable effective monitoring of the storage time 
of backups which directly affect the memory 
storage capacities being used.
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The main features at one glance

Features Paragon Protect & Restore Ultimate

Licensing and support

License period
Unlimited 

(30  days for  editions trial )

Support service
Extended s upport 

(year-packages  bookable )

Upgrade assurance
 u pgradesAutomatic

(year-packages  bookable) 

Universal system and data backup

Backup & restore of virtual guest systems

Replication and failover of virtual guest systems

Backup & restoration of physical Windows machines

Non-destructive backup of Microsoft Exchange databases

pVHD - combined data container

Business Continuity

P2V launch backup

Recovery Media Builder

Continuous data backup (near CDP)

Migration to other ESX data storage

Support of differentstorage media

Smooth integration into productive environments

Backup data filtering

Use of Microsoft VSS

Traffic throttling 

Intelligent load balancing

ESX bridge
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Data security and consistency

VM launch backup

Encryption

Restore individual files

Change block tracking

Application-level backups

Simple control and monitoring

Backup cycle planning

Event-based reporting

Log saver

Remote deployment

Scalability

Efficient use of data storage

Incremental backup

Deduplication

Define archiving policies

Wide range of storage media and locations

Multi-layer storage infrastructure
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Systemrequirements — Protect & Restore

* Windows OS guest systems which are hosted on non-commercial VMware ESX environments can only be backed up via a local backup
   agent. Other guest machines are not supported.

Paragon Protect & Restore basic components: 
Administration / installation server, backup server, 
management consoles:

Operating systems:
• Microsoft® Windows® XP SP3
• Windows Vista
• Windows 7
• Windows 8
• Windows 8.1
• Windows Server® 2003 SP2
• Windows Server 2008 R1/R2
• Windows Server 2012 R1/R2

Architecture:
• 32/64 bit 

Memory: 
• 2GB RAM or higher 

Processor:
• x86/x64 CPU (at least 2 core / 4 core for  

backup server). The use of a fast multi-core  
processor improves data processing performance 
and allows for more concurrent jobs. 

Hard disk space:
• Administration / installation server:  

400 MB for installation. 
• Backup server: 200 MB for installation.
• Console: 50 MB for installation.

Services:
• WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) 

service is running
• File and Printer Sharing is allowed in Firewall, 

which enables the default system shares on the 
local volumes (ADMIN$, C$, D$, etc.) 

PPR ESX Bridge:
Operating systems:
• Windows Server® 2003 SP2
• Windows Server 2008 R1/R2
• Windows Server 2012 R1/R2

Architecture:
• 64-bit processor:
• x64 CPU (min. 2 core). The use of a fast multi-

core processor improves data processing perfor-
mance and allows for more concurrent jobs.

Paragon Protect & Restore agents
Operating systems:
• Microsoft® Windows® XP SP3
• Windows Vista
• Windows 7
• Windows 8
• Windows 8.1
• Windows Server® 2003 SP2
• Windows Server 2008 R1/R2
• Windows Server 2012 R1/R2
• Windows Hyper-V Server 2012

Architecture:
• 32/64 bit 

Memory:
• 2GB RAM or higher Hypervisors:
• VMware® vSphere® 6.x, 5.5,  5.1, 5.0, 4.1,   4.0
• VMware ESX® and VMware ESXi™ 4.x,  6.x  5.x,
• Non-commercial VMware ESX*
• Microsoft Hyper-V
• Microsoft Exchange
• Exchange Server 2007
• Exchange Server 2010
• Exchange Server 2013
• Single-copy cluster support
• Cluster continuous replication support
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You can find this product information sheet and further information on  
Paragon Protect & Restore under:
http://www.paragon-software.com/de/medium-large-business/protect-restore/index.html#3

Contact
Paragon Technologie GmbH

Heinrich-von-Stephan-Str. 5c 

79100 Freiburg/Germany

Tel. +49 761 59 018 - 202 

Fax +49 761 59 018 - 130 

sales@paragon-software.com 

www.paragon-software.com


